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                Future of AI is here..,

                Create AI Powered Application with us …,

              

              AI techservices create powerful and intelligent applications that are capable of enhancing operational efficiency and fueling your business growth.

              Need help with AI? Find out why we are number 1 among AI service providers.
Start AI Project Schedule Consultation
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                Explore Our Expertise With

              

              Machine Learning / Deep Learning

              Digital Virtual Agents - Chatbot

              Image Processing - Detect and Matching

              Natural Language Processing

              Natural Language Generation

              Knowledge Virtualization

              Decision Management

              Robotic Process Automation
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                Interactive Agent - Future Of

                Decision Making

              

              Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are two ground-breaking technological trends which has the potential to become even more revolutionary when put together.
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                Secure And Intelligent Contract -

                Genius System

              

              Intelligent Contracts - AI-backed smart contracts, Simple user interface, No Programming - blockchain Based Transactions - Multichain Concept - Secure and Sign a Digital contract at User end
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                AI - Projects

              

              Three simple steps to start your AI projects.

              

              Define Objectives of your AI Projects

              Decide how to execute your AI Projects

              Start your AI Project
Start AI Project
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                Elevate Your Business With

                Artificial Intelligence (AI)

                And Drive Revenue

              

              Generate high ROI with low investment by including AI techniques into your business. Creating meaningful customer engagement opportunities with an evolving AI Chatbots.

              Workflow Chatbot

              Sales Chatbot

              Support Chatbot

              Artificial Intelligence (AI), an opportunity to embrace customer centric. No business or industry is exempt from the expectation to deliver superior customer experiences.
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          How AI Helps to Your Business
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            Cost Savings

            Self executing machines and robots can cut down overhead cost and bring a positive impact on your cash flow
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            Business Efficiency

            Adopt machine learning and deep learning algorithms to speed up your business process with less consumption of power.
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            Process Automation

            Automating complex business process can streamline your business for achieving digital transformation, improving service quality and diminishing cost.

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          Our Services

          Discover AI services and Bring the power of artificial intelligence to every business. We, AI techservices, provide the following services to the different industry verticals.

        

        
          
            
              
                
                  Cognitive Customer Care

                  Customers of today expect fast, accurate and interactive services for real time communication. We, AI techservices, assist you to improve your customer experience by reducing operation cost through AI Chatbot, an Virtual Interactive Agent based on the Industry you serve.
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                  Prediction

                  Enhance value to your business heuristics with prediction solution that effectively identifies churn risk. Through the exclusive predictive analytic tool, it is simple to combine an improved data management process. We furnish end-to-end risk and compliance management for the better decisions.
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                  Object Detection

                  Based on your industry, the object detection train the models to rectify the consumption of time and cost through detecting the objects. The raw detection as well as the rich set of statistics are provided by our deep learning system through visibility analysis and automated object detection.
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                  AI for Image Recognition

                  Image recognition has the power to transform your industries to a new height. Our intelligent solution helps in diminishing the internal and external costs of failure by image recognition using state-of-art technology.
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                  Sentiment

                  Leverage the power of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to scrutinize the sentiment of text and sort it as positive, negative or neutral. This can yield up to 50% better outcome than rules-based system as it cuts down false alarms. This also upholds good relationship maintenance with your customers.
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                  Intent

                  Intent in chat bot can recognize the body text when your customer types the message and this service will also understand your customers’ need. We deliver the right intent based on your industry, for a better response among your customers.
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          Industries We Serve

          Reshape your business with AI, which can lighten workload and reduces repetitive tasks. From banks to call centers, AI and chat bots are implemented to bring down workforce and make better customer experience. Altogether, AI can make wonders to several industries by collecting and learning huge data. With AI, you can bring your business into the 21st century and beyond.
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              Automotive

            

            
              Automotive and Car dealership market is quite competitive and the buyers have a wide variety of choices and options. Since automobile purchase is a big decision for most buyers, yet another pushy sales pitch may them off immediately.
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              Manufacturing

            

            
              It is a complex sector and involves meticulous coordination among various departments and processes. Employees often face a tough time to get a high amount of data manually from a diverse set of functions such as accounting, HR, sales, supply chain etc.
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              Building Engineering

            

            
              It have the potential to greatly improve productivity by automating repetitive work, particularly for process and management responsibilities. Eliminating this menial manual work has the potential to help general contractors find better margins by increasing their time spent on revenue-generating tasks.
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              Healthcare

            

            
              The healthcare industry is no exception patients have similar expectations of their healthcare provider as they do with other consumer sectors. Yet continually rising costs, disparate systems of record, and a lack of patient engagement currently plague the industry. The prescription is simple: digitization, multi-channel integration, and bots.
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              Ecommerce

            

            
              AI bot makes it easy for merchants to communicate with customers and browse their products. The bot helps build customer relationships by allowing businesses to friend their customers within bot and market directly to them, and also makes transactions easier for the merchant with payment features.
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              Telecom

            

            
              The consumer for instance has to interact with different department/set of individuals for different queries. The service provider on the other hand has to deal with managing such a huge labor force in every department. Using this chat based interface, the consumer can get all his issues sorted in one place.
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              Realestate

            

            
              When a user lands on your website, they can immediately get their queries answered by the chatbots. They do not have to wait for assistance from a human agent in order to seek answers about the property they are interested in. With chatbots in real estate being available round the clock, 365 days a year your customer’s queries can be addressed even outside of operational hours.
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              Finance

            

            
              Among the industries experimenting with chatbots, banking and finance is the most advanced. Most major banks globally are working with chatbot technology, either for consumer-facing bots or internal use cases. Many of the simple use cases (e.g. checking account balance) are relevant across many companies.

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          
            Our Technology Stack
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          	Requirement Discovery
	Explore the Business need
	Trivial Solution
	Implement and Deploy
	Support & Maintenance


          
            
              
                
                  Requirement Discovery

                  Get the complete scope of the Business and discover the absolute requirement involved in subject matter. To know the exact problem of the existing system, the consultant must reveal and recognize the nook and corner of the Business plan.

                  The requirement discovery period depends on the Business Flow and the Industry Vertical requiring the AI solution. The discovered solutions are jot down and tinkered to give the improved solution.
Start with AI
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                  Explore the Business need

                  Business need is the gap between current system and the proposed solution. The proposed solution requires SWOT analysis to proceed with the strategy planning technique. SWOT analysis requires classification of Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats related to the Goal.

                  The goal exploration concludes with a regular Brainstroming session to confirm the exact solution.
Start with AI
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                  Trivial Solution

                  Based on the confirmation of the proposed solution, the subject intended AI specialist will provide the prototypical flow to prove the goal is reached.

                  The trivial solution can be in the form prototype that are executed on the Business flow to ensure the stability of the Business success.
Start with AI
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                  Implement and Deploy on Custom models

                  Implementation is the stage at which the new AI-based systems go live and begin supporting Industry vertical end Users. This is where all of the hard work starts to pay off and to deliver the desired and planned results.

                  Providing the Intelligent solution is nothing but the process of supporting multiple inputs from different sources to reach the fixed goal.
Start with AI
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                  Support & Maintenance

                  The AI solution implementation will not stop with the solution we deliver. As this requires regular monitoring and upgradation based on the market changes.

                  We provide Technical support for the AI solutions deployed and cooperate with the system to gather the information in growing the solution on which the model works. The maintenance includes the continuous verification whether the model responds properly to the growing environment to improve the accuracy in the solution.
Start with AI
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          About us

          AI-Techservices offers customized solution to take your Business next level to compete the growing world. Our service reduces the gap between the existing and the height of success you wish to achieve.

          We inspire your challenges to deliver the sophisticated solutions for clients ranging from startups to Enterprise Giants. We associate your Business with accuracy and replication to simplify the complexity is our major essence.

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          Latest Blog Posts

          AI enhances your applications are more intelligent which can think like a human being and react to the situation with its brilliance.
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                  Preparing your Business for AI revolution
Read More
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                  Artificial Intelligence- The Amazing Technology that Revolutionize the World
Read More
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                  Are Robotics And Artificial Intelligence Same ?
Read More
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                  Digital Transformation of Supply Chain with AI
Read More
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                  Our Case Study

                  AI- Enabled Medical Diagnostic Tool
Download
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                  Case Study

                  Researching on possibilities of AI implementation in all the industries growing up in the ladder

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Our Case Study

                  Banking service using Artificial Intelligence
Download
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                      Let’s Discuss Your Business Case
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                    Choose Country
                  

                    Afghanistan
                  

                    Albania
                  

                    Algeria
                  

                    American Samoa
                  

                    Andorra
                  

                    Angola
                  

                    Anguilla
                  

                    Antarctica
                  

                    Antigua and Barbuda
                  

                    Argentina
                  

                    Armenia
                  

                    Aruba
                  

                    Australia
                  

                    Austria
                  

                    Azerbaijan
                  

                    Bahamas
                  

                    Bahrain
                  

                    Bangladesh
                  

                    Barbados
                  

                    Belarus
                  

                    Belgium
                  

                    Belize
                  

                    Benin
                  

                    Bermuda
                  

                    Bhutan
                  

                    Bolivia
                  

                    Bosnia and Herzegovina
                  

                    Botswana
                  

                    Bouvet Island
                  

                    Brazil
                  

                    British Indian Ocean Territory
                  

                    Brunei Darussalam
                  

                    Bulgaria
                  

                    Burkina Faso
                  

                    Burundi
                  

                    Cambodia
                  

                    Cameroon
                  

                    Canada
                  

                    Cape Verde
                  

                    Cayman Islands
                  

                    Central African Republic
                  

                    Chad
                  

                    Chile
                  

                    China
                  

                    Christmas Island
                  

                    Cocos (Keeling) Islands
                  

                    Colombia
                  

                    Comoros
                  

                    Congo
                  

                    Congo, the Democratic Republic of the
                  

                    Cook Islands
                  

                    Costa Rica
                  

                    Cote D'Ivoire
                  

                    Croatia
                  

                    Cuba
                  

                    Cyprus
                  

                    Czech Republic
                  

                    Denmark
                  

                    Djibouti
                  

                    Dominica
                  

                    Dominican Republic
                  

                    Ecuador
                  

                    Egypt
                  

                    El Salvador
                  

                    Equatorial Guinea
                  

                    Eritrea
                  

                    Estonia
                  

                    Ethiopia
                  

                    Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
                  

                    Faroe Islands
                  

                    Fiji
                  

                    Finland
                  

                    France
                  

                    French Guiana
                  

                    French Polynesia
                  

                    French Southern Territories
                  

                    Gabon
                  

                    Gambia
                  

                    Georgia
                  

                    Germany
                  

                    Ghana
                  

                    Gibraltar
                  

                    Greece
                  

                    Greenland
                  

                    Grenada
                  

                    Guadeloupe
                  

                    Guam
                  

                    Guatemala
                  

                    Guinea
                  

                    Guinea-Bissau
                  

                    Guyana
                  

                    Haiti
                  

                    Heard Island and Mcdonald Islands
                  

                    Holy See (Vatican City State)
                  

                    Honduras
                  

                    Hong Kong
                  

                    Hungary
                  

                    Iceland
                  

                    India
                  

                    Indonesia
                  

                    Iran, Islamic Republic of
                  

                    Iraq
                  

                    Ireland
                  

                    Israel
                  

                    Italy
                  

                    Jamaica
                  

                    Japan
                  

                    Jordan
                  

                    Kazakhstan
                  

                    Kenya
                  

                    Kiribati
                  

                    North Korea
                  

                    South Korea
                  

                    Kuwait
                  

                    Kyrgyzstan
                  

                    Lao People's Democratic Republic
                  

                    Latvia
                  

                    Lebanon
                  

                    Lesotho
                  

                    Liberia
                  

                    Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
                  

                    Liechtenstein
                  

                    Lithuania
                  

                    Luxembourg
                  

                    Macao
                  

                    Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of
                  

                    Madagascar
                  

                    Malawi
                  

                    Malaysia
                  

                    Maldives
                  

                    Mali
                  

                    Malta
                  

                    Marshall Islands
                  

                    Martinique
                  

                    Mauritania
                  

                    Mauritius
                  

                    Mayotte
                  

                    Mexico
                  

                    Micronesia, Federated States of
                  

                    Moldova, Republic of
                  

                    Monaco
                  

                    Mongolia
                  

                    Montserrat
                  

                    Morocco
                  

                    Mozambique
                  

                    Myanmar
                  

                    Namibia
                  

                    Nauru
                  

                    Nepal
                  

                    Netherlands
                  

                    Netherlands Antilles
                  

                    New Caledonia
                  

                    New Zealand
                  

                    Nicaragua
                  

                    Niger
                  

                    Nigeria
                  

                    Niue
                  

                    Norfolk Island
                  

                    Northern Mariana Islands
                  

                    Norway
                  

                    Oman
                  

                    Pakistan
                  

                    Palau
                  

                    Palestinian Territory, Occupied
                  

                    Panama
                  

                    Papua New Guinea
                  

                    Paraguay
                  

                    Peru
                  

                    Philippines
                  

                    Pitcairn
                  

                    Poland
                  

                    Portugal
                  

                    Puerto Rico
                  

                    Qatar
                  

                    Reunion
                  

                    Romania
                  

                    Russian Federation
                  

                    Rwanda
                  

                    Saint Helena
                  

                    Saint Kitts and Nevis
                  

                    Saint Lucia
                  

                    Saint Pierre and Miquelon
                  

                    Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
                  

                    Samoa
                  

                    San Marino
                  

                    Sao Tome and Principe
                  

                    Saudi Arabia
                  

                    Senegal
                  

                    Serbia and Montenegro
                  

                    Seychelles
                  

                    Sierra Leone
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                    South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
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                    Svalbard and Jan Mayen
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                    Taiwan, Province of China
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                    Tanzania, United Republic of
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                    Togo
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                    Turks and Caicos Islands
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                    United Arab Emirates
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                    United States
                  

                    United States Minor Outlying Islands
                  

                    Uruguay
                  

                    Uzbekistan
                  

                    Vanuatu
                  

                    Venezuela
                  

                    Viet Nam
                  

                    Virgin Islands, British
                  

                    Virgin Islands, U.s.
                  

                    Wallis and Futuna
                  

                    Western Sahara
                  

                    Yemen
                  

                    Zambia
                  

                    Zimbabwe
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